
Partnership Proposal

Marco Kacic 
Racing



Motorsports is the unparalleled platform to showcase your message, to engage you audience, win 

new patrons, and to solidify your brand's identity. It offers extraordinary opportunities to build 

solid relationships, build your own team message, and strengthen engagement .



Go farther faster 
with Marco Kacic 
Racing

The world of business is just 
as fast-pace and evolving as is 
our home in racing; immerse 
yourself, your brand and your 
clients in the world of 
motorsports. Our engagements 
are a thriving home for B2B and 
B2C growth. Marco Kacic Racing 
has the capabilities to bring your 
brand farther than ever. Every 
major market and every 
motorsport series around the 
globe can see your brand 
standing atop the podium.



Event Experience

Experience once-in-a-life-time 
events with unprecedented access 
to the behind-the-scenes world of 
racing at the most exciting events 
on the globe. Become a team 
partner.

• Exciting trackside and behind 
the-scenes action

• Enjoy exclusive access to 
our dedicated hospitality chalet

• Immerse yourself and your 
guests in the fast-paced, no 
compromised environment of 
motorsports



Twenty year old Canadian racing driver Marco 
Kacic is from Kelowna BC Canada. Marco started driving
go Karts at the age of five.

Over the next nine years, Marco won numerous karting ra
ces and championships in Canada and the USA. At age 15 
Marco moved from karts to cars and competed in the 
Canadian Formula 1600 Championship. Marco 
shocked the competition in his first Formula 1600 race by 
not only being the youngest driver in the field, but by also 
qualifying first by over seven tenths of a second. Marco 
went on to have several highlights in his first year

The following year, Marco moved up to Formula 4 
competition and raced for California based team, DMG. 
After and impressive test,  DMG offered Marco 
a partial sponsorship to come drive for them in 
the 2019 Formula Pro USA F4 Championship. In Marco's 
debut F4 race, he took first position. He completely 
dominated, winning by over 27 seconds in wet conditions. 
Marco won 7 out of 10 races that year, and secured the 
overall championship.



The following year Marco was one of six drivers 
invited to a driver shoot-out to compete for a funded 
ride with an AMG GT4 team. At the end of the two 
day shootout, Marco was awarded the winning ride. 

That same year, DMG offered Marco the opportunity 
to race an F3 car in the F3 Formula Pro USA series. 
The two schedules did not conflict so Marco was able 
to race in both series. Unfortunately, that year Covid 
travel restrictions made the season very difficult 
so Marco was only able to attend the first few events 
of the season. In GT4 competition, Marco scored a 
4th place in his debut in GT4 and won his F3 debut. 
Marco went on to score 4 podiums and 2 wins in F3 
before his season came to a premature end.

In 2023, Marco was given the opportunity to go over-
seas and race in the German Prototype Cup. Marco 
only had enough funding to do half the season but it 
was definitely an exciting opportunity and his 
performances caught the attention of several team 
owners in Europe and the USA.



What some drivers and 
team owners have to 
say about Marco:

• Alex Barron, Former Indy driver - "Impressively fast. 
Amazing car control."

• Francois Doran, Owner of DMG - "his dedication and 
work ethic, on and off the track is awesome. This kid is 
the real deal."

• Zack Brown, CEO of McLaren Racing - "Fantastic and 
dominant drive. Congrats. Keep pushing."

• Dominic Dobson, Former Indy driver - "The most 
natural talent I've seen in a very long time."



" I eat, sleep and breathe pursuing a career in 
racing. I do not come from a wealthy family so 
funding has always been the most difficult part. My 
funding set-backs may have made it hard to be in a 
car as consistently as I would like, or in a 
competitive environment, but it has taught me to 
maximize the things that are within my control. It's 
forced me to work harder than any other driver. 
My physical fitness, my networking and people 
skills, my understanding of engineering, and data 
analyzation knowledge are skills that I work on 
every day. Many of my funding hardships have 
forced me to be mentally resilient and stronger. I 
truly believe that my disadvantages have been 
blessings in disguise. I am ready for the right 
opportunity in every way."



Marco Kacic signs with 
Remstar to compete in the 
2024 IMSA VP Sportscar 

Challenge and scores a podium 
finish in his debut in Daytona



Marco will be racing in the 2024  IMSAVP SportscarChallenge



IMSA VP SERIES TELEVISION ENGAGEMENT



IMSA VP SERIES EXPOSURE



IMSA OFICIAL PARTNERS



IMSA 2023 KEY METRICS



IMSA FANS ARE DECISION MAKERS



A FOCUS ON TOMORROW'S INFLUENCERS



Business Sponsorship Packages starting at $40,000 and up to $400,000 USD

For more information or to get involved, please contact us at 

marcokacicracing@outlook.com



www.marcokacicracing.com
Instagram: 

@marco_kacic_racing
Facebook: marcokacicracing

Contact:

marcokacicracing@outlook.com

http://www.marcokacicracing/
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